Quite different search heuristics make use of the concept of assigning an age to search points and systematically remove search points that are too old from the search process. In evolutionary computation one defines some finite maximal lifespan and assigns age 0 to each new search point. In artificial immune systems static pure aging is used. There a finite maximal lifespan is defined but new search points inherit the age of their origin if they do not excel in function value. Both aging mechanisms are supposed to increase the capabilities of the respective search heuristics. A rigorous analysis for two typical difficult situations sheds light on similarities and differences. Considering the behavior on plateaus of constant function values and in local optima both methods are shown to have their strengths and weaknesses. A third aging operator is introduced that provably shares the advantages of both aging mechanisms. Experimental supplements are provided to point out practical implications of the theoretical results and discuss further issues concerning the considered aging strategies.
Introduction
General randomized search heuristics (RSHs) are a class of algorithms used in practical settings where there is no time or expertise to develop problem-specific solutions. There are many different search heuristics like randomized local search [25] or tabu search [15] . Many such heuristics are inspired by natural processes (like simulated annealing [1] ), biological systems (like artificial immune systems (AISs) [2, 11] ) or biological processes (like evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [22] ). Randomized search heuristics tend to be algorithmically simple while exhibiting complex random behavior that is notoriously difficult to analyze in a rigorous way. In practical applications the canonical and simple general variants often exhibit unsatisfying performance. It is therefore common practice to enhance their search capabilities by adding more complex mechanisms and modifying the search strategies. In this way they are tailored towards the concrete search problem at hand. Clearly, this increased complexity complicates the task of a theoretical analysis even more. Since it is highly desirable to obtain a clear understanding of the working principles and properties of the different operators employed it makes sense to study their effects in isolation. Such analyses serve as building blocks of a theory of randomized search heuristics.
Optimization is one task to which search heuristics like artificial immune systems and evolutionary algorithms are applied. We consider the case where for the search space {0, 1}
n of bit strings of fixed length n an objective function f : {0, 1} n → R is given and a search point x * ∈ {0, 1} n with f (x * ) = max {f (x) | x ∈ {0, 1} n } is sought. Since randomized search heuristics are most often implemented on standard binary computers the restriction to {0, 1} n is not fundamental. Clearly, concentrating on maximization is no restriction since minimizing f is equivalent to maximizing −f .
The objective function f defines a search landscape that can exhibit different features that make the task of optimization difficult. Although many kinds of difficult features are known [18] , we only concentrate on two common features.
Local optima are points in the search space where no neighbor has a strictly larger function value. They are a meaningful concept if the concrete notion of a neighborhood is connected to the search behavior of the randomized search heuristics.
In the search space {0, 1} n the Hamming neighborhood often has this property. Almost all randomized search heuristics consider search points with a small Hamming distance to a current search point with much higher probability than search points with larger Hamming distances. This is almost necessarily the case since the number of points with Hamming distance d increases exponentially in d (for not too large values of d). It is a common experience that search heuristics get trapped in local optima. Realistic problems tend to be multi-modal and thus contain local optima. Therefore, considering example problems with well-defined local optima is of practical importance.
A plateau is a set of neighboring points in the search space with equal function value. Again, we assume that Hamming distance is appropriate and consider two points to be neighbors if their Hamming distance equals 1. Plateaus turn out to be obstacles if they are not very small since they give no hint at all in what direction to search. Therefore, a kind of random walk on the plateau has to be performed that can be quite time consuming. In practical applications, in particular in combinatorial optimization problems, it is often the case that the set of potential solutions is exponentially large whereas the set of solution values is only polynomial in size. This makes it likely that plateaus exist making their consideration in example problems practically relevant.
Different methods and tricks have been introduced to various search heuristics to overcome these and other difficulties. The concept of aging is one such nature-inspired mechanism that has been widely used to enhance the search capabilities of many different randomized search heuristics, in particular in artificial immune systems and evolutionary algorithms.
Artificial immune systems are based on the immune systems of vertebrates and derive from various immunological theories, among those the clonal selection principle, negative selection, immune networks and danger theory. Even though anomaly detection and classification are the most natural applications for artificial immune systems they are also often applied to the problem of optimization. There is a variety of artificial immune systems, often built on the clonal selection principle, designed for this problem [3, 7, 23] .
Evolutionary algorithms mimic the process of natural evolution. They consider a set of points in the search space as a population that undergoes random variation using variation operators that are called crossover and mutation. They apply selection for reproduction to randomly select members of the current population to create offspring by means of these variation operators. Most often, the population size is kept constant by applying selection for replacement deciding on the members of the population in the next generation. Among others optimization is one of the most popular applications.
One important goal is to hinder the current set of search points from becoming too similar to each other. Preserving some degree of diversity is thought to be helpful in many situations including avoiding getting stuck in local optima and exploring plateaus efficiently. One mechanism used to achieve this is aging.
Aging operators use an age associated with each search point for decisions made during the optimization process, e. g. for the selection or for controlling the mutation strength. To our knowledge one of the first proposals was by Schwefel and Rudolph in the context of evolution strategies (ES) [26] . Furthermore there are different approaches within genetic algorithms (GA) [14, 24] and evolutionary programming (EP) [5] . Recently, aging operators have become very popular in the context of artificial immune systems [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Clearly the most important parameter for aging operators is the maximal age τ . It has been shown that the choice of this parameter is both crucial for the performance and difficult to set appropriately [17] . On one hand, the maximal age must not be too small as search points need sufficient time to explore the fitness landscape, where 'sufficient' is highly depending on the considered fitness function. On the other hand, the maximal age must not be too large as aging comes into play only when the maximal age is reached. Thus, it needs to be reasonable if aging is to be effective during the optimization process.
In evolutionary computation, aging is used by assigning age 0 to each new offspring. The age is increased by 1 in each generation. In selection for replacement the age is taken into account: Search points exceeding a pre-defined maximal age τ are removed from the population. We call this kind of aging evolutionary aging here. The extreme cases of evolutionary aging with τ = 0 and τ = ∞ are known as comma selection and plus selection, respectively [26] .
In artificial immune systems a different kind of aging is more common [4, 7] . Again, each offspring is assigned an age that is increased by 1 in each round. As in evolutionary algorithms, search points exceeding a pre-defined maximal age τ are removed from the set of current search points. But the age of a new search point is only set to 0 if its function value is strictly larger than the function value of the search point it was derived from; otherwise it inherits the age of this search point. This kind of aging is usually called static pure aging. This aging scheme intends to give an equal opportunity to each improving new search point to effectively explore the landscape. We remark that there exist other variants of aging in artificial immune systems, e. g., elitist and stochastic versions [10] , that are beyond the scope of this paper. It is not obvious which kind of aging is to be preferred in which situation. We shed light on this question by analyzing the influence of the performance in two paradigmatic situations, considering local optima and plateaus. We do this by embedding the two different aging operators in a minimal algorithmic framework that aims at being as simple as possible. We consider as test bed two example functions, one with a clearly structured local optimum and one with a small plateau. Using this setting we are able to prove where assets and drawbacks of the two aging operators can be found. Moreover, inspired by these findings we define a third aging operator that we call genotypic aging. This simple variant of static pure Algorithm 1 Algorithmic Framework.
Initialization
Set P := ∅. Repeat the following µ times.
Select x ∈ {0, 1} n uniformly at random. Set x.age := 0. P := P ∪ {x}.
Aging: Growing older
For all x ∈ P Set x.age := x.age + 1.
Selection
Select x ∈ P uniformly at random.
Variation
y := x; Independently for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} With probability 1/n set y[i] := 1 − y[i].
Aging: Age of new search point
SetAge(x, y) {Sets the age of y depending on x.} 6. Aging: Removal due to age
Set P := P ∪ {y}. For all x ∈ P If x.age > τ Then P := P \ {x}.
Selection
If |P| > µ Then
Remove one x * ∈ P from P with f (x * ) = min {f (x) | x ∈ {0, 1} n }.
Aging: Filling-up population
While |P| < µ do Select x ∈ {0, 1} n uniformly at random. Set P := P ∪ {x}.
9. If Stopping Criterion not met continue at line 2.
aging combines the specific strengths of both aging operators. We prove this by analyzing its performance in the same test bed. Formal definitions of the algorithmic framework, the two different aging operators and the two example functions serving as test bed can be found in the next section. In Section 3 we derive results for both aging operators on an example function with a local optimum. In Section 4 we consider their performance on a plateau. We summarize our findings, define genotypic aging and analyze its performance on both example functions in Section 5. We provide experimental supplements for all settings in order to point out practical implications of our analyses and discuss further issues concerning the considered aging strategies in Section 6. A preliminary version without these empirical results has been presented at a conference [21] . Finally, we conclude and point out possible directions of future research (Section 7).
Aging operators, algorithms and analytical test bed
We aim at analyzing the influence of aging operators on the performance of randomized search heuristics. This is most easily done if the aging operators can be studied as much in isolation as possible. We achieve this by implementing them in a minimal algorithmic framework (Algorithm 1). This algorithmic framework employs a collection of search points of size µ (that may be called a population in the context of artificial immune systems and evolutionary algorithms), lets each search point age at the beginning of each round, selects in each round (or generation) a single search point for variation, applies a standard mutation operator to it, decides on its age using the aging operator under consideration, removes search points due to their age, selects from the remaining points (at most µ + 1 if no search point is removed) the µ best according to their function values and fills up the collection of the search points by generating new search points uniformly at random if there are less than µ search points left. Note that the collection P is a multi-set. The operation P ∈ P and |P ′ | = |P| − 1 otherwise. One may argue that the algorithmic framework would even be simpler if we restricted ourselves to the extreme case µ = 1. While this is in fact not unusual (leading to the (1+1) EA [12] as an example) it is known that the presence of a population can have tremendous effects on the performance. For example, Zarges proved this for artificial immune systems and inverse fitness proportional mutations [28, 29] . Since both artificial immune systems and evolutionary algorithms, almost always perform their search based on µ > 1 search points we decide to stick with the more realistic framework.
We analyze two different aging operators, static pure aging and evolutionary aging. We give precise formal definitions of both operators as they become part of our algorithmic framework (Algorithm 1) in line 5.
Definition 2 (Static Pure Aging).
SetAge(x, y):
If f (y) > f (x) then set y.age := 0 else set y.age := x.age. 
Definition 3 (Evolutionary Aging).
Set y.age := 0.
We are interested in the influence on the performance of the different aging operators (applied in line 5 of Algorithm 1). Performance of algorithms is most often measured by the computation time. Clearly, here this depends mostly on the stopping criterion. We adopt the common practice of avoiding this issue by considering the optimization time T instead. Formally, we let the search heuristic run forever and analyze the first point of time when a global maximum of the objective function f is found. We measure this time by counting the number of times the main loop (lines 2-9 of Algorithm 1) is executed. Note that this is smaller than the number of fitness evaluations since we need µ evaluations for the initial population and may need more than 1 evaluation per generation since newly generated search points introduced due to aging (line 8 of Algorithm 1) also require fitness evaluations. Since each search point can be removed at most each τ th generation the number of fitness evaluations is bounded above by µ + (1 + (µ/τ )) · T . As the optimization time T is a random variable we investigate its mean E (T ) as well as sometimes information on its distribution like Prob (T < t) or Prob (T > t) for relevant points of time t.
As test bed for the analysis we make use of two example functions, one serving as an example for a fitness landscape containing a local optimum, the other serving as an example for a fitness landscape containing a plateau. The example function with a local optimum that we define follows the pattern of such example functions introduced by Jansen [19] . One example is a function called HSP k that contains a broad and easy to find path to a local optimum and a narrow and hard to find path to the unique global optimum. The parameter k influences the likelihood of encountering the local optimum. Since this example function works only as desired for algorithms with very small µ we define a variant here with very similar properties that also works for larger values of µ. 
The example function LocalOpt k is visualized in Fig. 1 . In the vast majority of the search space the fitness value of
guiding a search heuristic towards the all zero bit string 0 n . There, two kind of paths begin.
One path is entered by changing i of the right-most bits to 1 (with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ⌊n/2⌋}). Increasing the number of 1-bits from right to left leads to the local optimum with function value n · (⌊n/2⌋ + 1). The other path is entered by changing exactly i · k of the left-most bits to 1 (with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ⌊n/k⌋}). The function value can be increased on this path in this manner until the global optimum 1 ⌊n/k⌋·k 0 n−⌊n/k⌋·k with function value n · (⌊n/k⌋ · k + 1) is found. The larger k is, the longer it takes to reach this global optimum and the more difficult it becomes to find the beginning of this path. Thus, we can expect randomized search heuristic to find the local optimum regularly for k > 1. For k = 1, the local and global path are entered with almost equal probability. Since the Hamming distance between the local optimum and the other path is Θ(n), any reasonable search heuristic should need an exponential number of steps to find the global optimum once the local optimum is found. For Algorithm 1 this is the case.
The other example function we consider (introduced by Jansen and Wegener [20] ) contains a plateau of n points spanning a large Hamming distance of n − 1 between the first and the last point on the plateau. We call it Plateau and define it as follows.
Definition 5 ([20]
). For n ∈ N, the function Plateau : {0, 1} n → R is defined for x ∈ {0, 1} n by
Like for LocalOpt k , in the vast majority of the search space the fitness values guide a search heuristic towards 0 n . There, the plateau of points 1 i 0 n−i begins. Since there are no hints in which direction better search points can be found and since all points not on the plateau have worse function value, usually randomized search heuristics will perform a random walk on the plateau until they happen to find the unique global optimum 1
n . An illustration of Plateau is found in Fig. 2 .
We remark that Algorithm 1 without aging is also known as the (µ + 1) EA [27] or, in the special case µ = 1, as the (1 + 1) EA [20] . This allows for easy comparisons and discussions of the effects of the considered aging operators. For LocalOpt k , results for the (1 + 1) EA are known [19] . For Plateau results for the (1 + 1) EA [20] , the (µ + 1) EA [27] , and some similar EAs without aging [13] are known. In the following, we derive results for the two aging operators (used within Algorithm 1) as well as for another aging operator that we introduce and define in Section 5.
Performance in local optima
We consider the example function LocalOpt k with sufficiently small parameter k and the performance of the two aging operators. To allow discussions on how aging can improve the performance of our algorithm, we first examine the performance of Algorithm 1 without aging by assuming that τ = ∞ holds and consider changes due to finite values for τ afterwards.
Theorem 6. For n, k ∈ N with k = O(1), maximal age τ = ∞, any population size µ ∈ N, and any number of steps t ∈ N, Algorithm 1 on the function LocalOpt k has optimization time at least t with probability
in the following. Assume that the complete population is on the path to the local optimum, i.e., of the form 0 n−i 1 i for possibly different values of i with i ≥ 1 for all of them. Then the global optimum can only be reached via a direct mutation to the other path.
Such a mutation has probability at most 1/n i+max{i,k} since the i right-most 1-bits need to be changed into 0-bits and we need to reach a point on the other path that has at least the same function value. We consider µn 2 generations. The probability not to make such a step in these generations is bounded below by µ/n k−1 . On the other hand, with probability 1 − e
−Ω(n) in these steps the current best of the population is increased in function value. Then after on average O(µ log µ) generations the function value of each member of the population is increased to at least this function value since it suffices to make copies of the current best [27] . The probability to create a search point on the other path in this time is bounded above by (µ log 2 µ)/n k+i . Then we are in the same situation as before with i ≥ 2. Summing up the probabilities to reach the other path for
takes over the complete population. In this case a mutation of at least (n/2) − k bits is necessary to reach the path. Such an event occurs in t steps with probability at most O  t/n (n/2)−k  . We still need to prove that the complete population gets on the path to the local optimum with sufficiently large probability. It is easy to see that each member of the population either reaches one of the two paths or 0
steps with probability 1−e
−Ω(n/ log n) [27] . Consider the set of search points with exactly i 1-bits. For each i ∈ {k, k+1, . . . , n} there is at most one point on the path leading to the global maximum. As long as no member of the population is on any of the two paths each point in the search space with exactly i 1-bits has equal probability to become a member of the population. Thus, for each i the path to the global optimum is entered with probability at most O
. Summing up these probabilities
on the probability to enter the path to the global optimum before either 0 n or the path to the local optimum is found. Consider some member of the population x = 0 n . Due to the strict selection employed we need only care about search points on one of the two paths. The probability to create some point on the path to the global optimum based on x given that a point on one of the two paths is created is Θ 
we get in the situation with the population on the path.
as lower bound on the expected optimization time using the law of total probability.
We have seen that for Algorithm 1 without aging the local optimum is encountered with probability close to 1 implying a very large expected optimization time if the population size is not too big. In the following we learn that evolutionary aging is not capable of improving the performance of our algorithm as it neither increases the probability of reaching the global optimum nor helps to escape the local optimum.
Theorem 7.
For n, k ∈ N with k = O(1), any maximal age τ ∈ N, any population size µ ∈ N, and any number of steps t ∈ N, Algorithm 1 with evolutionary aging on the function LocalOpt k has optimization time at least t with probability
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6 we assume
as otherwise the statement becomes trivial and now consider changes due to a finite value of τ . If τ = o(µn) holds, with probability 1−e −Ω(n) not even one of the two paths is reached [27] . Thus, we assume τ = Ω(µn)
in the following. Since evolutionary aging is employed, a new current member of the population starts with age 0. With probability at least Ω(1/µ), the current best member of the population is copied. Thus, we manage to make a replica of the current best before it is removed due to its age with probability 1 − e −Ω(n) . Then nothing changes from the line of reasoning above since any new search point that is created in line 8 of Algorithm 1 will be replaced by a copy of the current best member of the population or a search point with even larger function value with sufficiently large probability before reaching the path to the global optimum.
Again we get Ω  n (n/2)−k  as lower bound on the expected optimization time if τ is sufficiently large. If τ is very small almost constantly new search points are created uniformly at random. In t time steps, however, at most µ/τ new search points are created in this way. Each of these new search point is equal to the unique global optimum with probability 2 −n . Moreover, this process finds the unique optimum on expectation in 2 n steps. This implies the desired probability and the lower bound on the expected optimization time.
When using static pure aging instead of evolutionary aging at first sight not much is changed. If the maximal age τ is sufficiently large the population will gather in the local optimum with probability close to 1 (for not too large µ). There static pure aging makes a difference. Since no new search points with larger function values can be created unless the global optimum is found we only create new search points that inherit their age. Creating a copy of a current best search point is much faster than finding the local optimum. So, no new search points enter the local optimum. Thus, after some time, the complete population shares the very same age. This implies that at some point of time the complete population is replaced by new search points generated uniformly at random being equal to a restart. Since the path to the global optimum is found with not too small probability we expect to find the global optimum after not too many restarts. 
Proof. Using insights from the proof of Theorem 7 and results on the (µ + 1) EA due to Witt [27] the proof is relatively simple. Given that the local optimum is found the expected number of steps to do so is bounded by O  n 2 + µn log n  . In the same way we see that given that the global optimum is found the expected number of steps to do so is bounded by O  n k+1 + µn log n 
. Assume that the whole population reaches the path to the global optimum. The waiting time for selecting one of the b best search points and perform a specific k-bit mutation is Θ  n k µ/b  . Moreover, the expected waiting time to increase the number of best search points from 1 to b is Θ(µ log b). This implies an expected waiting time of
for some constant c > 0, for improving the currently best fitness value. The probability not to have an improvement in 2c · (n k + µn) steps is at most 1/2 due to Markov's inequality. Moreover, the probability not to have such an event in log 2 n rounds of 2c · (n k + µn) steps each can be bounded above by (1/2) log 2 n = 1/n. We see that the maximal age τ yields a success probability of 1 − n −ω (1) . As O(n) mutations of exactly k specific bits are sufficient to find the global optimum the upper bound O  n k+1 + µn log n  follows.
From the proof of Theorem 7 we know that we enter the path to the global optimum with probability Ω 
'restarts' of the algorithm this happens. We have such a 'restart' if all search points are removed due to their age simultaneously. This happens in the local optimum after each search point was created as a copy of the current best search point. The expected time for this to happen is O(τ + µ log µ) since the time to have the population taken over by the youngest current best is O(µ log µ) [27] and after O(τ ) generations all older current bests are removed due to their age. Moreover, the expected time to reach the local optimum is bounded by O 
as bound for this part. Since this dominates the upper bound for the expected time to reach the global optimum once the path leading to it is found we have this bound as upper bound on the expected optimization time.
We have seen that static pure aging can increase the performance of a randomized search heuristics dramatically by allowing it to perform restarts. Doing so static pure aging enables the algorithm to escape from local optima yielding a polynomial expected optimization time whereas the algorithm without aging and using evolutionary aging respectively gets trapped in the local optima with probability close to 1 implying a very large expected optimization time if the population size is not too big. In Section 6 we provide experimental supplements in order to point out practical implications of our theoretical results and discuss further issues concerning the considered aging strategies. 
Performance on plateaus
We continue with analyzing the performance of the aging operators on Plateau (Definition 5). The proofs in this section use the method of family trees introduced by Witt [27] . For each search point x 0 in the initial population a family tree contains this search point x 0 as its root and all its descendants as nodes. Some node x in a family tree gets a child node x ′ if x ′ is generated via mutation of x. Removal of search points from the population is not modeled in family trees. Nodes in a family tree that correspond to members of the current population are called alive. Other nodes are called dead. Clearly, only alive nodes can get new descendants. The depth of a node in a family tree corresponds to the number of mutations between the node and its oldest ancestor at the root. Since mutations tend to be small, probabilistic relations between the depth of nodes and their Hamming distance to the root can be established. If the depth of a node in a family tree is not too small it can be expected that it evolved far. Thus, lower bounds on the depth of a family tree can be translated into upper bounds on the optimization time. Analogously, upper bounds on the depth of a family tree translate into lower bounds on the optimization time. This makes family trees an immensely useful proof method for population-based search heuristics. We continue with a more formal definition.
A family tree T t (x 0 ) contains the direct and indirect descendants of a search point x 0 created by time t ≥ 0 via mutation. Thereby, nodes of the tree identify the search points generated and an edge (x, y) denotes that y was created by mutating x. At any time step there is a family tree T t (x 0 ) for each x 0 from the initial population. Note that due to the use of aging there can exist more than µ family trees as each new search point that is created in line 8 of Algorithm 1 generates a new one.
When showing upper bounds on the optimization time using lower bounds on the depth of the family tree we need to take care that not too many additional family trees are created. The depth of a family tree is defined as the maximal depth of its nodes. The depth of a node is defined as the number of nodes encountered on the unique path from the root to this node not including the node itself.
A tree T t (x 0 ) can contain search points that have already been deleted from the population at time t. It can even happen that T t (x 0 ) only contains deleted individuals. It is obvious that at least one family tree in the collection must contain at least one search point that has not been deleted yet. Considering a node y ∈ T t (x 0 ) and a path P from x 0 to y we say that y is alive if y ∈ P t and dead otherwise. A path P is alive if it contains at least one alive node. There is always at least one alive path in some family tree.
Analogously to Witt [27] we call search points on the plateau, i.e. points of the shape 1 i 0 n−i for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, plateau points. Moreover, we denote the first point in time where all search points are plateau points
A figure containing example family trees for Plateau with n = 6 and µ = 2 for a small number of generations is given in Fig. 3 . Note that the ordering of removals of individuals from the population is not completely defined by the offspring but contains a random element.
As for LocalOpt k we compare the performance of Algorithm 1 with and without aging in order to discuss the effects of the considered aging strategies. For Plateau the algorithm without aging was already analyzed by Witt [27] . For the sake of completeness we simply restate the corresponding theorem here. Remember that Algorithm 1 with any of the aging operators considered here and τ = ∞ is also known as the (µ + 1) EA. The main idea of the proof for the optimization time of the (µ + 1) EA is to rediscover a run of the (1 + 1) EA, i.e. of a single search point, on Plateau on alive paths of a family tree [27] . It is known that the expected optimization time of the (1+1) EA on Plateau is O  n 3  [12] which implies a lower bound on the expected depth of such a family tree. One can conclude that the expected optimization time of the (µ + 1) EA is bounded above by the sum of E (T Plateau ) and the expected time until the family tree reaches depth Θ 
We first consider evolutionary aging and prove asymptotically the same bound on the optimization time as for the (µ + 1) EA without making strong assumptions on the maximal age τ . The proof follows the line of thought of Witt [27] for the (µ + 1) EA. Therefore, we concentrate on modifications needed due to the use of aging.
Theorem 10. For n, µ ∈ N and a maximal age τ = ω(log(n) · (n + µ log n)), the expected optimization of Algorithm 1 with
Proof. From the proof for the (µ + 1) EA we know that E (T Plateau ) = O(µn+ n log n) = O(µn log n) holds [27] . As we use aging it remains to show that it is unlikely that any currently best search point is removed due to its age before creating an offspring with strictly larger function value in order to obtain the same bound on E (T Plateau ). We first show that the maximal age τ is sufficiently large to carry over the upper bound on E (T Plateau ). Assume that the population contains no plateau points. The expected time for increasing the currently best function value is bounded
by O(n + µ log n), say at most c · (n + µ log n), as the probability is i/µ to choose one of the i best search points and 1/n · (1 − 1/n) n−1 ≥ 1/(en) to increase the function value. The probability not to have an improvement in 2c · (n + µ log 2 n) steps is at most 1/2 due to Markov's inequality. Moreover, the probability not to have such an event in log 2 n rounds of 2c · (n + µ log 2 n) steps each can be bounded above by (1/2) log 2 n = 1/n and thus with τ = ω(µ log n) a success probability of 1 − n −ω(1) follows. Since we need at most n such improvements to reach the plateau, the probability not to reach the plateau is bounded by 1 − n · n −ω(1)
Once a plateau point has been created, the number of those points is increased if we choose a plateau point and produce a replica. The expected time until the population only consists of copies of this point is O(µ log µ) = O(µ log n) [27] . This is easy to see. If the current number of copies of this point equals j (j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , µ − 1}) the probability to select one of these copies for reproduction equals j/µ and a replica is produced with probability (1 − 1/n) n = Ω(1). Thus, the expected waiting time to increase the number of copies to µ is bounded above by
since the population size µ is polynomially bounded. We see that our lower bound on τ is large enough for moving all points on the plateau.
The upper bound on the expected time to reach depth k in a family tree remains to be shown. Let S t be the set of alive search points in T t (x 0 ) that always have an alive descendant until time T Plateau + 4eµk. Let L t denote the maximum depth of x ∈ S t in T t (x 0 ). L t increases if a search point x with depth (x) = L t is selected, a plateau point x ′ is created and x is deleted before x ′ . The probability is 1/µ for the first event and (1 − 1/n) n ≥ 1/(2e) for the second event since it is sufficient to produce a replica of x.
For the third event again aging comes into play. The probability that x is deleted before x ′ is 1/2 due to selection as both search points have the same function value. It is not possible that x is deleted before x ′ due to its age as we use evolutionary aging. It remains to show that x ′ is generated with high probability before x is deleted due to its age. We show that with probability 1 − n −ω(log n) after T Plateau no search point is deleted due to its age.
In each generation after T Plateau a new plateau point is generated with probability Ω(1) since creating a replica of any parent is sufficient. Thus, with probability 1 − e −ω(µ log 2 n) in ω  µ log 2 n  generations we have ω  µ log 2 n  new plateau points by application of Chernoff bounds. Consider some member of the population. It is not removed due to selection in a single generation with probability 1 − 1/(µ + 1). Thus, it survives the production of ω  µ log 2 n  new plateau points with
. Thus, with probability 1−µ·n −ω(log n) = 1 − n −ω(log n) no member of the population reaches its maximal age τ . Thus, with this probability aging does not come into play at all. This yields an expected number of 4eµk = O(µk) steps for reaching depth k.
As we have seen after T Plateau with probability 1 − n −ω(log n) no new random search points are needed to replace search points that are removed due to their age. Thus, with probability 1 − n −ω(log n) no new family trees are created.
We have seen that using evolutionary aging with sufficiently large maximal age τ does not change much compared to the corresponding algorithm without aging on Plateau. This is not the case when static pure aging is used as descendants of plateau points that are plateau points themselves inherit the age of the parent. This may lead to the extinction of the whole population on the plateau if the maximal age τ is not sufficiently large. We formalize this in the next theorem.
Theorem 11.
For n ∈ N let α(n) = ω(1) and α(n)
, the optimization time of Algorithm 1 with static pure aging on Plateau is n
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 10 we know that E (T Plateau ) = O(µn log n) holds. As the lower bound on τ here matches that of Theorem 10, we can assume that all search points in the population are plateau points. All populations until (and including) time T Plateau only contain search points with at most 3n/5 ones with probability 1 − 2
, implying that all search points so far have linear Hamming distance to the optimum. This is Lemma 3 in Witt [27] .
We now show that the population becomes extinct on the plateau with probability 1 − n
Assume that x ∈ P t , t > T Plateau , is selected. We denote a step as relevant if and only if it generates a plateau point y ̸ = x. Recall that y inherits the age of x in this case. We bound the number of relevant steps within overall τ steps and the step size of such a relevant step from above. Finally we show that this leads with probability converging to 1 super-polynomially fast to the extinction of the population before the optimum is reached and thus, to a super-polynomial lower bound on the optimization time.
We first consider only a single search point in the population. The probability for having a relevant step is at most 2/n as either the left-most 0-bit or the right-most 1-bit has to flip. Thus, in a phase of O
relevant steps with probability 1−2
−Ω(n 2 /(α(n) ln n)) using Chernoff bounds. Here, the upper bound on α(n)
is needed. A relevant step with step size b requires at least a b bit mutation which happens with probability at most 2/n b . The probability of not having a relevant step with step size at least 3 +
We assume pessimistically that all relevant steps have step size 3 + √ α(n) and that the last such step reaches the optimum. The resulting random process corresponds to a fair random walk on at most
We want to bound from above the probability to overcome the distance m, i.e., finding the optimum, in s ≤ n 2 /(4α(n) ln n), steps. As we have a fair random walk, the probability for steps in either direction (say left and right) is 1/2 and the expected number of steps for each direction in s steps equals s/2. We use Chernoff bounds to bound the probability sought in the following way:
A tedious but straightforward calculation yields the bound n −Ω( √ α(n)) for s = n 2 /(4α(n) ln n) and our value of m. Using the simple union bound and that this probability is monotonically increasing in s, the probability to find the optimum within
. Analogously, the probability that any search point in the population
We have seen that in the case of plateaus evolutionary aging neither improves nor worsens the performance of the randomized search heuristics in comparison to not using aging at all if the maximal age τ is sufficiently large. In contrast to that, static pure aging may hinder the search heuristic to perform a random walk on a plateau implying a large optimization time. To be more precisely we have shown that for τ = ω(log(n) · (n + µ log n)) and τ
evolutionary aging yields the same upper bound on the optimization time as the algorithm without aging whereas the algorithm with static pure aging has super-polynomial optimization time. If τ is chosen significantly larger than that also static pure aging is efficient. This is not surprising, since Algorithm 1 with τ = ∞ has polynomial optimization time. However, for increasing maximal age τ aging becomes more and more ineffective as the maximal age is decreasingly reached and, thus, aging achieves nothing in practice.
If the maximal age τ is chosen significantly smaller both aging mechanisms are inefficient. Note that the plateau embedded in our example function only has size n. On bigger plateaus static pure aging has even bigger difficulties. Again we provide experimental supplements to point out practical implications of our theoretical results and discuss further issues concerning the considered aging strategies in Section 6 .
Combining the assets of aging
We have seen that static pure aging is able to efficiently optimize functions with local optima where evolutionary aging fails. This is due to the capability of performing restarts inherent to static pure aging. On the other hand we have seen that static pure aging with a maximal age τ that is not very large fails on plateaus where evolutionary aging has no problems. This failure is caused by incompetency of static pure aging in recognizing that it is making some kind of progress even though the function values of the search points encountered do not improve. While recognizing stagnation by measuring function values helps to escape from local optima, this very mechanism hinders static pure aging to be efficient on even rather small plateaus. When we consider both situations in direct comparison it is not difficult to spot a crucial difference. While the function values do not increase in both situations being stuck in a local optimum means that also no new search points with equal function values are discovered. When a random walk on the plateau is performed, there are constantly new points discovered even though they all have equal function value. We introduce an aging operator called genotypic aging that spots this difference.
Definition 12 (Genotypic Aging).
If f (y) ≥ f (x) and y ̸ = x then y.age := 0 else y.age := x.age.
In comparison to static pure aging we changed the condition ' 
Proof. We can mostly re-use ideas from the proof of Theorem 8 as the two aging mechanisms genotypic aging and static pure aging behave very similarly on LocalOpt k . Nothing changes about the way the local optimum is found. This holds since the local optimum can be reached by a number of fitness improvements and the maximal age τ is sufficiently large to allow for each of them with a probability close to 1. Clearly, nothing changes about the probabilities to enter the two paths as these probabilities are determined by the variation operator, not by aging. The only thing we need to care about is if we still have 'restarts' when all search points are stuck in the local optimum. Note that the local optimum is a unique point 0
and that all points with equal or larger function value have Hamming distance Ω(n) to this point. Thus, with probability exponentially close to 1 no such search point will be encountered if τ = n o(n) holds. For even larger τ the path to the global optimum may be discovered. Since this can only decrease the optimization time it does not hurt our upper bound.
In a similar way we can show that genotypic aging behaves similar to evolutionary aging on Plateau. In contrast to the proof of Theorem 10 we now have to keep in mind that replicas of a plateau point inherit the age of its parent. Therefore, the maximal age τ has to be a bit larger as now specific 1-bit mutations -instead of creating replicas -are required to obtain search points with age 0.
Theorem 14.
For n, µ ∈ N and maximal age τ = ω(µn log n) the expected optimization time of Algorithm 1 with genotypic
Proof. Again we can re-use the ideas from a previous proof (Theorem 10) as on Plateau the aging mechanisms genotypic aging and evolutionary aging behave very similar. For the upper bound on T Plateau we have to consider the expected time for increasing the currently best function value. As in the proof of Theorem 10 we see that τ = ω(µn log n) suffices to reach the plateau with the whole population with probability at least 1 − n −ω (1) . For the upper bound on the time to reach depth k in a family tree we have to be more careful as now replicas inherit the age of its parent. However, as the age of the replica and the parent are the same, the descendant can only be deleted before its parent due to selection which has still probability 1/2. Therefore, we only need to care about the probability to generate a descendant x ′ of a plateau point x with maximal depth L t and consider relevant steps where x ̸ = x ′ . The probability for a relevant step is at least 1/n · (1 − 1/n) n−1 ≥ 1/(en) as it suffices to flip exactly one bit and thus, the expected waiting time for this is bounded by O(n).
Similarly to evolutionary aging a search point created during a relevant step does not have larger fitness and therefore has equal probability to be removed during the fitness-based selection process. We see that it is not sufficient to consider a single relevant step but rather consider the expected time until all search points have been involved into a relevant step.
The expected time for this event is bounded by O(µn). Note that τ = ω(µn log n) is large enough to wait for this and thus, the desired probability of 1 − n −ω(1) follows. So far we have seen that aging can both increase and decrease the performance of a randomized search heuristic dramatically. On one hand aging allows to perform restarts and thus escape local optima. On the other hand aging may hinder a search heuristic to perform a random walk on a plateau. The aging operator introduced here combines the benefits of both previous operators. We also provide experimental supplements for this operator in order to allow for comparisons.
Experimental supplements
The results presented in the preceding sections give new insights into drawbacks and benefits of aging strategies for randomized search heuristics. Moreover, they give a coarse picture of what can happen during the optimization process when using different aging strategies. Nevertheless, not all questions are answered. First of all, we have only shown upper bounds on the expected optimization time in cases where aging is beneficial and upper bounds on success probabilities where it is harmful. Second, asymptotic results may not describe the situation for typical problem dimensions. Furthermore, the influence of the maximal age τ and the population size µ was not analyzed in detail. Therefore, in this section, we investigate further properties of our algorithm in order to supplement our theoretical results.
The experiments done here can be separated into three sets. First, we consider the situations which yield polynomial upper bounds on the optimization time, i.e., static pure aging and genotypic aging on LocalOpt k and evolutionary aging and genotypic aging on Plateau respectively. In order to analyze the effect of the population size all sets of experiments are performed for population sizes of µ ∈ {1, ⌊ √ n⌋, n} where µ = 1 leads to the special case of the (1 + 1) EA. The choice µ ≈ √ n has often turned out to be a good choice [16] . Moreover we are interested in the effects of bigger population sizes, i.e., sizes that are not sublinear. Since the size of the population has an enormous effect on the optimization time, we chose µ = n for this purpose. As maximal age τ we use the values which are bounded below by the formal theorems. For a bound ω(b(n)) we set τ = ⌊log 2 (n) · b(n)⌋. For each of these experiments we perform 100 independent runs of the considered algorithm and plot the results using box-and-whisker plots providing the mean together with the minimum, maximum, upper and lower quartile of the 100 runs for n ∈ {10, 20, . . . , 200} .
Second, we analyze the influence of the maximal age τ for n ∈ {10, 20, . . . , 200} and the same settings of µ as in the first set of experiments. However, we only consider n ∈ {10, 20, . . . , 150} for Plateau and µ = n due to the excessive computation time. Since in the first set of experiments τ was chosen according to the theorems, we now perform experiments with stepwise decreasing values for τ . For each value of n and µ we perform experiments with 20 equidistantly chosen values for τ , i.e., τ = (i/20) · τ max (i ∈ {1, . . . , 20}) where τ max is the corresponding τ value from the first set of experiments. We fix the maximal number of iterations executed to the corresponding upper quartile from the first set of experiments. The results are given as a 3D plot for each µ showing the number of successful runs within 100 independent runs for all pairs of n and τ . In these plots the number of successful runs is mapped to different scales of gray and the appropriate shades of gray are projected onto the horizontal plane to improve visibility. Note that the results of these experiments need to be analyzed very carefully as with the setting used it is not possible to make conclusions about the 'true' order of magnitude needed for τ . From a formal point of view (i/20) · τ max can be seen as Θ(τ max ) for each value of i ∈ {1, . . . , 20}.
The last set of experiments is concerned with the algorithms where aging is provably harmful, i.e., evolutionary aging on LocalOpt k and static pure aging on Plateau. Again we perform experiments for µ ∈ {1, ⌊ √ n⌋, n} and n ∈ {10, 20, . . . , 200}.
We fix the maximal number of iterations executed to the corresponding (maximal) upper quartile from the first set of experiments. The results are given as a plot for each µ showing the number of successful runs within 100 independent runs for all pairs of n. As maximal age τ we use the values from the first set of experiments. Note that for Plateau we have different bounds for τ in evolutionary aging and genotypic aging. Thus, there are separate experiments for evolutionary aging and genotypic aging.
In the following the results of our experimental analysis are presented for the two fitness functions considered in the paper.
Results for LocalOpt k
As described in Section 2 the idea behind LocalOpt k is that it contains an easy to find path to a local optimum and a hard to find path to the unique global optimum. Although LocalOpt k is defined for k = 1, this choice of k does not reflect the underlying idea of the function. Furthermore, the optimization times on LocalOpt k considered here are exponential in k.
Therefore, we restrict our experiments to k = 2.
For the first set of experiments we consider static pure aging and genotypic aging. Due to Theorem 8 and Theorem 13 an appropriate maximal age here is τ = ω  log(n) · (n The empirical results are shown in Fig. 4 . In addition we plot c · b(n) if we have a bound of O(b(n)) on the expected optimization time for illustrative purposes. The constant c is determined using a least squares fit. It is evident that the three values of µ chosen here do not only lead to the same asymptotic upper bound on the optimization time but in fact exhibit a very similar behavior in our study as the number of iterations needed seems to be mostly independent of µ if µ is not too big. Furthermore the choice between static pure aging and genotypic aging does not yield any significant differences. We conclude that the optimization time is dominated by the number of restarts and the waiting time for a restart rather than the possible additional costs caused by the population or the actual choice between these two aging mechanisms. The results of the second set of experiments are shown in Fig. 5 . Note that we expect 75 successful runs within 100 runs as we fix the maximal number of iterations executed to the corresponding upper quartile from the first set of experiments.
Again both aging mechanism as well as the three settings for µ yield very similar results. We see that the algorithm seems to be rather robust against changes of the maximal age τ . For most of the considered values the success rate is not below our expected value and only for the smallest three to five values it drops drastically. Note that the success rate becomes even larger if τ is set to slightly smaller values as the ones that stem from our theoretical results. This suggests that we are conservative with respect to our choice of τ and in practice slightly smaller values are to be preferred. For bigger population sizes this effect becomes more obvious as the sudden decrease of the success rate appears later. We conclude that a bigger population size might lead to more robustness against changes to the maximal age τ . Moreover, the results indicate that the success rate seems to converge to 0 while τ decreases. This leads to the conclusion that setting τ to constant values is not appropriate. Note that for constant τ almost constantly new search points are created uniformly at random, making the search heuristics very similar to pure random search which finds a unique global optimum in expected time 2 n . For the third set of experiments we now consider evolutionary aging. Due to Theorem 7 the optimization time is at least t with probability 1
We see that the condition on µ is not fulfilled for µ = n and that the first statement becomes trivial in that case since it only yields a probability of Ω(1). Thus, experiments are particularly interesting as they can give hints to the extensibility of the theorem.
Remember that we again fix the maximal number of iterations executed to the corresponding upper quartile from the first set of experiments. Thus, we can assume t to be polynomial and thus the theorem yields success probabilities of O(1/n) iteration n lo-spa,mu=1,k=2 median lo-spa,mu=1,k=2 0.29*(log 2 (n)) 2 *n 3 lo-spa,mu=SqrtN,k=2 median lo-spa,mu=SqrtN,k=2 0.30*(log 2 (n)) 2 *n 3 lo-spa,mu=N,k=2 median lo-spa,mu=N,k=2 0.25*(log 2 (n)) 2 *n 3 lo-ga,mu=1,k=2 median lo-ga,mu=1,k=2 0.29*(log 2 (n)) 2 *n 3 lo-ga,mu=SqrtN,k=2 median lo-ga,mu=SqrtN,k=2 0.29*(log 2 (n)) 2 *n 3 lo-ga,mu=N,k=2 median lo-ga,mu=N,k=2 0.23*(log 2 (n)) 2 Fig. 6 . We see that in all three cases the success rate is decreasing with increasing n and is clearly smaller than 50%. Moreover, it decreases more slowly for bigger population sizes as indicated by Theorem 7. We assume that there is room for improvements concerning an extension to bigger population sizes.
Results for Plateau
For Plateau we first consider evolutionary aging and genotypic aging. According to Theorem 10 an appropriate maximal age when using evolutionary aging is τ = ω(log(n) · (n + µ log n)). Analogously to the experiments for LocalOpt k we set τ = ⌊log 2 2 (n) · (n + µ log 2 n)⌋. In the case of genotypic aging Theorem 14 indicates τ = ω(µn log n) and we choose τ = ⌊µn log (n) ) on the expected optimization time for illustrative purposes where the constant c is determined using a least squares fit. We see that the optimization times in our experiments correspond pretty well to the proven asymptotic upper bounds since the median nearly matches the plot of the theoretical bound with c ≈ 1. The variance within the 100 runs is not too big. Moreover there is no significant difference between the two considered aging mechanism evolutionary aging and genotypic aging. As for LocalOpt k we examine the influence of the maximal age on the optimization time. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . Here a fundamental difference between the two aging operators becomes obvious. On one hand evolutionary aging seems not to care much about the maximal age since all success rate are around the expected value of 75. On the other hand genotypic aging with µ = 1 and µ = ⌊ √ n⌋ shows the same behavior as seen in the experiments on LocalOpt k and we observe a drastic decrease of the success rate when τ becomes very small. For genotypic aging and µ = n this is again not the case. We conclude that evolutionary aging is much more robust against changes of the maximal age whereas for genotypic aging this depends highly on the size of the population. The nature of this dependence on the population size µ (described as a function depending on n) needs to be determined and is a subject of future research.
Finally we consider static pure aging on Plateau analogously to evolutionary aging on LocalOpt k . As the maximal age τ is different for evolutionary aging and genotypic aging we consider both values in our experiments. Due to Theorem 11 we know that the optimization time of Algorithm 1 is at least n √ α(n) with probability 1 − n Fig. 9 . It is obvious that the success rate drops rapidly to 0 for both values of τ since already for n = 30 it is constantly 0. In particular the success rate is clearly smaller than the success rate of evolutionary aging on LocalOpt k showing that static pure aging is really in trouble on Plateau.
Conclusions and future work
Aging is a powerful and flexible concept that has been introduced to different kinds of search heuristics. It adds to their complexity and is supposed to enhance their search capabilities. We investigated two aging operators, static pure aging used in artificial immune systems, and evolutionary aging known from evolutionary algorithms. They agree in having search points removed exceeding a maximal age τ and filling up gaps in the collection of search points with randomly created points. But they differ in the way they assign an age to new search points. While evolutionary aging always assigns age 0 in static pure aging this happens only for points superior to the point they are created from. Otherwise they inherit this search point's age. While static pure aging can escape from local optima by recognizing stagnation and performing a kind of restart it fails on plateaus where it mistakes missing progress in function values for stagnation. On the other hand, evolutionary aging recognizes the random walk on plateaus but fails to escape local optima. We proved this by means of rigorous analyses on example functions.
Inspired by the failure of static pure aging on the plateau function we introduced genotypic aging. It differs in the behavior of static pure aging with respect to new search points with fitness equal to their origin. If they are equal to their origin they inherit its age, otherwise they are initialized with age 0. For such points static pure aging always sets the initial age to the age of the origin. This small modification is sufficient to yield efficient optimization in both scenarios.
Additionally we presented experimental supplements to study further properties of the considered aging operators and point out some practical issues. It turned out that static pure aging and genotypic aging on LocalOpt k as well as evolutionary aging and genotypic aging on Plateau show very similar behavior with the exception that genotypic aging seems to be much more sensitive to changes of the maximal age on Plateau. We believe that this is negligible so that concerning applications the step from evolutionary aging or static pure aging to genotypic aging is reasonable. Moreover we have seen that the negative results for evolutionary aging on LocalOpt k and static pure aging on Plateau are already relevant for quite small values of n which emphasizes the benefits of genotypic aging. By means of experiments it is suggested that some of the theorems in this paper leave room for improvements and further studies. In particular a more in-depth analysis of the influence of the maximal age τ to different aging operators is subject of future research. Moreover, there are other kinds of obstacles search heuristics can encounter. It is the subject of future research to consider other situations. All three aging operators considered here implement aging in a very specific way. A more general framework needs to be considered. We have seen that on one hand aging can greatly increase the performance of a randomized search heuristic by enabling it to perform restarts and thus permit to escape from local optima. On the other hand aging does not achieve any benefits on plateaus but rather can be harmful in this situation. While being able to perform restarts can be essential for the performance of the search heuristic it can also be achieved by simpler and computationally less expensive mechanisms. As seen above static pure aging performs a restart if all search points share the same age and all exceed the maximal age τ . Since a new search point is assigned age 0 if it excels in the function value we can conclude that the last improvement occurred τ rounds ago. In order to implement static pure aging each search point needs to be assigned an age which has to be adjusted in each round. Moreover, search points exceeding the maximal age τ need to be removed and replaced by new search points which makes additionally evaluations of the objective function f necessary. We observe that it is computationally much cheaper to keep track of the number of rounds since the last improvement in function occurred and to perform a complete restart if this number exceeds τ . Thus, it is the subject of future research to find out what aging can achieve beyond restarts. One obvious difference is that aging may replace only parts of the current population by the newly generated individuals. Such partial restarts may prove beneficial for certain problems. The concrete presentation and analysis of such problems is an open problem.
